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Introduction 

Thank you for purchasing this product! What you have is a 
complete mentalism routine that fits neatly in any wallet, and is 
ready to perform at anytime. I’m confident that it will serve you 
well.  

The LEXICOLOGY card employs ideas I’ve been using for a few 
years. The ideas on this card have been used in the past, but I’ve 
not seen the principles used to this extent. Of course, that does not 
mean that they have not been used in this way, simply that I am 
unaware of it (at this time anyway, that may change!) 

The National Institute of Parapsychology doesn’t exist (at least a 
Google search seems to indicate such). However, the name does 
lend itself to an interesting presentational approach for the 
mentalist: The history of the National Institute of Parapsychology. 
The cards look interesting and are a believable testing tool, which 
is what I present them as. All of the cards in the N.I.P. set are used 
for “testing ESP and telepathy”.  

Following is a sample presentation that can be used in introducing 
the card (but please use any presentation that suits you). 

“This card is from the National Institute of Parapsychology. 
Parapsychology is basically the study of certain phenomena, such 
as E.S.P, telepathy, clairvoyance, and psychokinesis. The N.I.P. 
was founded in the U.S. during World War II by the U.S. Military, 
who were primarily interested in using some of these techniques to 
gather intelligence covertly. Spies during WWII were proficient at 
using the techniques for gathering all sorts of information through 
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telepathic means, but by far the most common use, as you might 
have guessed, was to get women’s phone numbers! Although the 
N.I.P. is still operating, the Military no longer runs it. Their testing 
cards are not readily available to the public…the only way to get a 
hold of one is by knowing someone on the ‘inside’, but I managed 
to get a hold of some from a little known resource that deals with 
lots of unique and secret items such as these…EBAY! 

Their motto is Teneo Quis Est Non Notus, which is Latin for ‘know 
what can’t be known’, at first this may seem like an obvious motto 
for them to have…after all, that’s the basic assumption of the 
usage of telepathy…to know what can’t be known…but there are 
deeper roots to this. What they have sought to discover for years, 
and are still working on is the answer to the age old question: 
‘why are hot dogs sold in packs of ten, and the buns sold in packs 
of eight.” 

Of course, this is a brief introduction with a few (bad) jokes, but 
you can present it anyway you wish. The idea you want to convey 
is that this could be a real institution, and that the test card is 
authentic. Most people will believe these tests are legitimate, and 
really believe that what they are seeing is actually some sort of 
telepathy. 

 

Reviewing the Card 

What the card does is allow you to divine 4 thought of words, well, 
3 words and one image of a word. 
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If you review the card, you’ll see that all of the words are different. 
Please keep the card close by as you read the following pages. 

There are certain groups of “force words” on the card that are 
revealed in a way that appears to the spectator to be very natural, 
and it does not appear that any “fishing” is taking place. 

First, I’ll describe the side of the card that is numbered from 1-21.  

There are two groups of force words here. The odd numbered 
words all relate to money and/or gambling.  

The even numbered words all relate to some type of royalty or 
something that can relate to a castle(more on this later). 

Saying that this list contains “force words” is a bit of a misnomer. 
The spectators have a free choice of any of the words, and you 
really won’t know what word they are thinking (for the first phase 
anyway), but the audience will believe that you did! 

On the other side of the card, are two lists numbered 1-10.  

Both of these lists contain force words as well, and you’ll learn 
how they apply to the routine as you read on. 

The revelation process for the force words will be explained on the 
following pages. 
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Using the Card 

Basically, you will be asking 4 different spectators to think of 
words on the card, and you will tell them their thoughts. 

Phase 1 

The first phase I will explain is the list numbered 1 to 21. 

This can be done with one or two spectators. If you are using only 
one spectator, have him/her think of a number between 1 and 21. 
You must find out if it is odd or even. It is simple and innocent 
enough to ask: 

“Are you thinking of an odd number?” or “You’re not thinking of 
an odd number are you?” 

If they are thinking of an odd number, this is a small ‘hit’, and you 
can justify it by saying something like: 

“You seem like the type of person that would be drawn more to an 
odd number” or “I thought so, the way your eyes moved to the left 
indicates that you’re thinking of an odd number”  

If they say no, you can say: 

“Good, you seem like you’d be more likely to choose an even 
number” or “I didn’t think so, the way your eyes moved to the left 
indicates that you’re thinking of an even number”   

Or use whatever line suits you. 
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I like to use two spectators at this point, and have them each think 
a number from 1 to 21, and ask the first spectator if they are 
thinking of an odd or even number so the second spectator doesn’t 
choose the same number, as in: 

“Anne, just think of any number between 1 and 21…got it? Good, 
Steve’s going to think of a number too, but so he doesn’t think of 
the same number as you, are you thinking of an odd or an even 
number? Odd? Ok, Steve, you think of an even number between 1 
and 20.” 

 
(I’ll explain this from this point on as if you are using two 
spectators) 

 

Once they have both decided on a number, show the card to them 
one at a time, and explain that they are both to remember the word 
that is beside their thought of number. 

 “Ok, of course there is no way I could know what words you both 
are thinking of right now, but hopefully we can change that! We’re 
going to try some mind to mind communication…otherwise known 
as telepathy. I’m going to try to get into your mind, but it will only 
work if you let me in!” 

You will begin with the spectator who thought of the odd number. 
You will ask her to form an image of her word in her mind. At this 
point there is a strong likely hood that she is thinking of either 3, 7, 
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13, or 17. But even if she isn’t thinking of one of these numbers, it 
is not a problem as your script will cover all of the bases. 

You will use a script to make it appear as though you are receiving 
an image of the word. If you look at the list of odd numbered 
words, you will see that they all relate to money or gambling.  

The following technique I call “Ambiguous Fishing”. It involves 
reciting a simple script and gauging the spectator’s reaction. This 
is not difficult at all, so don’t be apprehensive. If you are an 
experienced mentalist, you have probably already used some 
routines where “reading” the spectator is important. 

With the selection of words, the script, and the fact that at this 
point you are revealing an image, rather the a word, even if you 
miss-read the spectator, it will still appear as though you received 
their thought of image, simply by reciting the script.  

Keep in mind that this first spectator is thinking of a word that 
relates to money/gambling. 

The script is: 

“Concentrate on your word, and try to form a clear image of it in 
your mind…not just the letters of your word, but try to envision an 
actual image that you can relate to your word. Do you have a clear 
image? Good…I’m seeing dollar signs, does that make sense to 
you?” 

No matter what their word is you should get an affirmation. 
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You will have to ‘read’ the spectator’s reaction at this point. If she 
had chosen number 3, 7, 13 or 17 (a strong likely hood), the 
reaction to your previous statement should be quite strong, such as 
a type of amazed giggle, or an “oh my god” type of disbelief that 
you could have known their word.  At this point, you say: 

“Yes, I was getting a strong image of a stack of money…what were 
you picturing?” 

Of course (if you read them correctly, which isn’t very difficult), 
their image would have been of either dollar, money, cash or 
currency, and your statements will seem like a direct hit, which of 
course, they were! 

If they thought of a word other than currency, money, cash or 
dollar, then your statements should still make sense, but the 
reaction wouldn’t be so strong. In which case you would continue: 

(Note that even if they said that your “dollar sign” statement above 
didn’t make sense, you still continue with the next step and it will 
soon make sense).  

“I’m getting an image of someone getting lucky and winning 
money, like they are gambling, maybe in a casino.” 

At this point their reaction will be strong, because you described 
their word, and quite possibly the scene they were picturing. 

“What were you picturing?” 

Most likely they will say their word directly, or describe the image 
that they were picturing, either way, your statement will again 
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seem like a direct hit, not only to the participant, but to everyone 
watching as well. 

Note that you do not ask “What was your word?” as it should 
appear that you received their thought of image. 

Keep in mind that if you didn’t gauge the spectator’s reaction 
properly, after you recite the entire script and they state their image 
(or their word), it will still appear as though you were successful. 

Also, don’t let the word “script” scare you. It’s really just two 
sentences, and it all sounds completely natural. Feel free to alter 
the script to better suit you, but of course, maintain the proper use 
of the “revelation” words.  

Next, you address the spectator who is thinking of the even 
number. 

“Steve, concentrate on your word. I’m going to have you use your 
word to come up with a new word, completely unique to you. Here 
is another list of words, I want you to find a word on here that you 
can easily associate to the word you are thinking of now. Do you 
have one? Good! Now concentrate on this new word, I’m hopefully 
going to get into your mind and tell you what it is.” 

At this point you display “Word List 1” on the other side of the 
card and tell him to find a word that he can easily associate to the 
word that was at his number on the other side. He will think of the 
word “Castle”, and you are free to reveal it however you wish.  

I usually like the simple revelation of: 
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“Concentrate on the first letter of your word…now imagine that 
this letter is slowly getting larger…now imagine that it starts 
glowing…and now it’s flashing, like a neon sign…Ok…Good! 
That’s a big letter ‘C’…” 

At this point I sometimes try for another hit by saying: 

“And you were picturing it flashing in the color RED, weren’t 
you?” 

Often, they will say yes, but even if they don’t, it won’t matter, 
you go right on to tell them what their word is. 

“You’re thinking of … Castle?!” 

This part is not 100%, but if you examine Word List 1, you’ll see 
that there really isn’t much more to associate to when they choose 
an even numbered word. 

If they state that their word was not castle, when you ask what their 
original word was, it will make a little sense that you got an image 
of a castle. At any rate, it will be very rare that this misses. 

You may also choose to use a design duplication as the “castle” 
revelation. Just draw a simple image of a castle, maybe a large 
tower in the center, with two smaller towers on either side, a flag 
on top, a drawbridge, etc. When you compare drawings, just call 
attention to as many similarities as possible. It will be obvious that 
you were receiving the correct image. 
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Phase 2 

The next item on the card is “Word List 2”. This list is also divided 
into odd and even “force” words. Review the words so that as you 
read the “script”, it will make sense to you. 

Again, 2 spectators will think of a number (one odd and one even), 
and will remember the word next to their number. Again, you need 
to know which spectator is thinking of odd and which is thinking 
of even. This is easily solved by following the same example as in 
Phase 1. 

Once they have their numbers thought of, you will show them the 
list one at a time, and have them remember the word at their 
respective number. 

 Again you will begin with the spectator thinking of the odd 
number. 

You will again deliver a script, and at the end of each of the 
following statements you will be gauging the spectator’s reaction. 
It should be obvious to you if you’ve revealed the selected word.  

The script for the odd numbered words on Word List 2 is as 
follows: 

“John, concentrate on your thought…are you thinking of 
numberssss…” 

Note that when you say “Numbers” the “S” sound is drawn out a 
bit as you gauge his reaction. If he is thinking of the word 
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“numbers” it will be obvious, and you end there as it will appear 
that you just told him his thought of word!  

If you get no reaction, continue: 

“…sss...seven?” 

So, if you get no reaction for “Numbers”, it appears as if you are 
asking: 

“Are you thinking of number seven?” 

(This should be said as if you are receiving information 
telepathically, and “number seven” is said as “numbersss 
sssseven”. Feign concentration as you say this, but it is very easy 
to sell.) 

There is a high likely hood of a hit on one of these, as 3 and 7 are 
the most commonly thought of numbers between 1 and 10. 

If he says yes to “seven”, you know the word is “office” and you 
continue with: 

“I thought so, I was getting a faint image of a desk and chair…I 
figured you were thinking of ‘office’”. 

If not, continue: 

”Good! I figured you would think of a less common number! 
Concentrate on your word and keep repeating it in your head…just 
keep saying it…over, over, over” 

(Pause about 3 beats after you say “just keep saying it…”) 
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If their word is “OVER” it will appear as though you are revealing 
it, and the spectator’s reaction will indicate such. If their word is 
not “OVER”, then it will just appear as you are reiterating the 
instructions. Either way, their reaction will indicate what the case 
is. For example, if they are thinking of “OVER”, they’ll be a little 
shocked and probably smile and shake their head in disbelief. If the 
word is not “over”, they will just appear as though they are 
following your instructions. If the latter is the case, you continue: 

“Now, imagine your word in your mind in big, bold letters, as if it 
was on a giant billboard. Do you see it in your mind? Is it … 
vivid?”   

Again, if the word they are thinking of is VIVID, it will appear as 
though you are revealing it at this point; if not it will appear as if 
you are ensuring that they are forming a clear (vivid) image of 
their word. The timing with the above patter is important. After 
you ask “Do you see it in your mind?” you wait for 
acknowledgement, and then, as you ask “is it vivid?” you act as if 
you’re getting an image of the word, but subtly, so that it will 
appear as if you’re asking if they see their word vividly in the case 
that vivid is not their word. Again, their reaction will indicate 
whether or not vivid is their word. 

If their word isn’t vivid, then you know it is “jacket”, and you can 
milk the reveal for everything you can 

 

Now for the spectator who thought of an even number. 
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Again, you will deliver a script and be reading the spectator’s 
reaction to the various “key words”. 

“Dave…your word is different…” 

If he did select “different”, it will be obvious and considered a 
direct hit. If he did not select “different”, then presumably you are 
saying that his word is different than the first spectator’s word.  

“…than John’s word…it’s… scenic,” 

Again, if “scenic” is the selected word, it will be easy to read. If 
not, it appears as though you are simply describing the word. 

“Like ahh …postcard” 

Note that “ahh” is said ambiguously so it can either appear as 
though you are saying “like a postcard” or as if you are thinking a 
bit, and actually saying “like, ahhh…postcard.” 

If you get no solid reaction, you continue: 

“Try to visualize your word…good…I can clearly see a beach,” 

End here if “beach” causes a strong reaction in the spectator, 
otherwise continue: 

“And palm trees…you’re thinking of…island!” 

So, for each spectator, you only have gauge their reaction up to four 
times, but often you won’t get that far, and obviously you end once you 
reveal the correct word. 
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What If You Miss 
Phase 2 is a bit more involved than phase 1. You may be wondering what 
happens if you miss. Don’t ask that question! Seriously, if you aren’t 
confident while doing this “Ambiguous Fishing”, you may create more 
trouble for yourself than you should. It is a simple matter to gauge their 
reactions. Just try this out on a few people and you’ll see. 

BUT, if you do miss, there are some ways to recover.  

Let’s assume you go through the entire script for the ODD numbered 
words on Word List 2. You tell them that their word is “Jacket”, and they 
say “NO!” 

There are a couple of ways to handle this. One way is to have them write 
their word down, and then use a billet peek, center tear, etc. to determine 
the word. Alternatively, you can explain that they did not have any 
emotional attachment to the word, and that’s why they were unable to 
send it to you. Then have them think of any word that they can relate to 
emotionally, and write that word down, then use a billet peek, etc. to gain 
the secret information. 

If you are interested in mentalism (and you are!), you probably know 
several methods for gaining the information they write down. If not, 
there are numerous methods in print…you probably own Corinda’s “13 
Steps to Mentalism”, and that is a great place to start. 

If you don’t want to use any type of billet work, you could just ask what 
their word was, and explain that for some reason the “mental connection” 
just wasn’t there, but you are certain that you can establish a connection 
with them, and move on to another effect. 

But keep in mind, it is pretty simple to read the spectator when you 
reveal the correct word.  
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After Thoughts 

Some people may think that the “force” words will jump out at a 
spectator…they don’t!  

A nice subtlety to use is when you display the card initially is to 
show the card front and back, and read from “Word List 1” from 
the bottom up, and recited 5 or 6 words, and have a spectator read 
along with you. Then, turn the card over and miscall some words 
there, such as “table, yacht, fireplace”, just a few words that aren’t 
really there, and are unrelated to the force words. The spectators 
will believe (correctly) that all of the words are different. 

Some similar effects use lists of identical words repeated several 
times, and performers who use these cards swear by the fact that 
the repetition is never noticed. 

Note that most of the time you will not be going through the entire 
“fishing script” as you will often reveal the word before going all 
the way through the script. 

Of course it is recommended that you modify the script to better 
suit you, while keeping the basic principle of the “key words” the 
same.  

Bonus Effects 

Bonus Effect 1: E.S.P. Symbols 
The first effect is basically the first part of Banachek’s “E.S.P. Opener” 
from Volume 1 of his terrific “PSI Series” DVDs. 
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On the bottom of the front of the card you’ll see the 5 ESP symbols. 
These are used in the first test: Testing the spectator’s sending ability. 

The goal here is to get the spectator to select the star symbol. 

You explain what the 5 symbols are: 

“In the 1930’s,  Dr. Rhine at Duke University’s Parapsychology lab used 
these 5 symbols to test people for ESP…as you can see, the 5 symbols 
are a circle, a cross, a square, a star and 3 wavy lines..” 

As you say this, point to each symbol and say “star” just a bit 
louder…and accentuate your pointing motion to the star a bit more than 
the others. The goal is to subtly suggest the star upon your spectator 
(note that these two little subtleties are from Banachek’s ABCD Test 
from “Psychological Subtleties”, and can be very effective in improving 
the odds in a psychological force). 

“Now I want you to think of one of these symbols and lock it into your 
mind and try to send it to me without saying a word…just repeat over 
and over in your head.” 

As you say this, hold the card between your right thumb and forefinger 
(with the ESP symbols facing the spectator), with your forefinger near 
the circle (covering the “1943”), this should psychologically draw their 
eyes away from that end of the card and guide them to the desired 
symbol, the star. You’ll find that most people will pick the star, due to its 
placement and its appearance. In a grouping of five items, most people 
tend to select either the item in the second or fourth position, but with the 
few subtleties thrown in you greatly improve the odds of them choosing 
the star. 

Now you do your best acting to imply that you are receiving their 
thoughts, and make your reveal. I usually use a line similar to: 
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“Ok, I get the feeling that you looked at one symbol and then decided on 
the star…is that right?” 

Again, most times this will be right.  

Banachek suggests watching the spectator’s eyes closely to try to 
determine which symbol they are looking at. On his “PSI Series” DVD 
set he demonstrates this quite impressively. I suggest you review this 
DVD set if you haven’t done so already. 

Either way, this is a preliminary test of their “sending” ability, so if 
you’re wrong (which won’t be very often), it’s not a big deal, but if 
you’re right it’s very impressive. 

If I’m wrong I’ll say something along the lines of: 

“That’s ok, I’m sure you’ve never done anything like this before, and I 
know it’s tough. Let’s see how good you are at receiving my thoughts…” 

At this point, if you’re so inclined, you could give a brief character 
reading based on their chosen symbol. 

Either way, you go onto test their receiving abilities 

Bonus Effect 2 
This is based on the logo of the card, basically a circle inside of a 
triangle. This can be used as another “subliminal programming” 
demonstration for the circle and triangle force, which you should be 
familiar with (if not, you should pick up “Psychological Subtleties” 1&2 
by Banachek).  

Note that you have an added out in the logo as there is also a star in the 
center of the logo. 
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Bonus Effect 3 
This is based on the “Reversal” from Banachek’s Psychological 
Subtleties. If you are unfamiliar with this 3 book series, please pick it up 
and study it soon! 

 Basically, you will be using the “Test Set 18” printed on the front of the 
card as a revelation (and again to explain “subliminal programming”) 
while using Banachek’s “Reversal” effect.  I will not explain this effect 
here, but you are probably familiar with it, if not, read Psychological 
Subtleties! 

Before the you go through the “Reversal" process, you should patter 
about how the NIP also studies subliminal programming, and you’d like 
to try an example. Explain that even though they may not have noticed 
every detail on the card, their subconscious mind did pick up on all the 
information on the card, and you will prove it. 

Then, go through the “Reversal” process, and once they have a number, 
ask them to add the digits together, and to concentrate on the total. At 
this point, they will be thinking of 18. 

You can reveal the “Test Set 18” and explain subliminal programming.  
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Thanks and Credits 

The only reference I know of for the “Ambiguous Fishing” 
sequences is the one that for Word List 2 that uses the word “OVER”. I 
got the idea for this from Derren Brown’s routine “Smoke”, in which he 
uses the principle while fishing for a selected card. 

The earliest effect I could track down that used word association to force 
a word is in a routine credited to Ned Rutledge, the trick did not have an 
individual title; it was part of a manuscript describing three routines, 
called "Triple Threat," marketed in the 1960s. Most people tend to call it 
"Eight Objects" or "The String Bean Effect". His routine used a different 
selection process, and was not quite as straight forward as the “word 
association” in this routine.  Later, Bill Goldman released “Mental Yarn” 
which is a version of Ned Rutledge’s effect that uses 10 items. 

Thanks to Max Maven and Banachek for help with crediting the Ned 
Rutledge routine. 

Thanks to Banachek for giving me permission to use his “ESP Opener”, 
and for his great work in mentalism. 



 

  

 

 

  



 

  

 

 

  



 

  

 

 


